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Speak to NSN today to find out how we can
help your business move beyond wires.

The WIFI Revolution
Introduction
Gone are the days of costly on premise WIFI hardware controllers - NSN recently launched Ultra WIFI, a cloud based network
management platform. In today’s world, WIFI is entrenched in our lives; at home, at the office or even on a night out, we have
waves beaming around us 24/7 just begging to connect us to everyone else. One of the key elements of the NSN Ultra WIFI
platform is our Access Point management portal.

Benefits
The key benefit of this portal is the agility and flexibility it gives us. This enables us to resolve any WIFI related faults quickly
and effectively. The platform allows us to investigate common issues related to WIFI speed, coverage and login issues;
resolving them with a few clicks of a button. The user insights on our customer WIFI portal allow us to diagnose issues without
relying on lay user reports or customer intervention. This process is also less intrusive for the customer as we wouldn’t need
to log into the customer network to diagnose the hardware
Another major benefit is that as the hardware is less dependent on infrastructure the access points can be meshed quite
easily. This means there is no need to increase your cabled network to allow a new Access Point to be installed for increased
WIFI coverage, you would only need a power socket to connect the POE injector and this comes with the new Access Point
as standard.
As these technologies grow NSN strives to be at the forefront, testing and rolling out to ensure that we as well as our
customers are always benefitting from the WIFI revolution.
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